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In this paper, we propose a two-phase encryption algorithm for database

systems. The system, a record-oriented cryptosystem, allows the encryption

and decryption of fields within a record by means of writing and reading

subkeys of fields. In addition, we develop two algorithms for cryptographic

relational algebra in database systems. Two simple methods of solving the

key management problem in the subkey scheme are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Some of the advantages of using a database are the following [1]: (1) shared

access; (2) minimal redundancy; (3) data consistency; (4) data integrity, so

that data values are protected against accidental or malicious unauthorized

changes; and (5) controlled access, so that only authorized users are allowed

to access data values. A database management system (DBMS) with security

facility is designed to provide all of these advantages efficiently.

In general, there are four methods of enforcing database security [2]: First,

physical security, such as storage medium safekeeping and fire protection [3];

second, operating system security, such as the use of an access control ma-

trix, capability-list, and accessor-list [4, 5, 6]; third, DBMS security, such as

protection mechanisms and query modification [7]; and fourth, data encryp-
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tion, such as the data encryption standard (DES) [8, 9] and RSA scheme

[10]. The first three methods, however, are not totally satisfactory solutions

to the database security problem, for the following four reasons: First, it

is hard to control the disclosure of raw data, because the raw data exists in

readable form inside a database [11]. Second, it is invalid to operating system

security control and DBMS security control the disclosure of sensitive data,

because the sensitive data must frequently be backed up in storage media in

case of system failure or disk crash. Third, it is hard to control the disclosure

of confidential data in a distributed database system. Fourth, it is hard to

verify that the origin of a data item is authentic, because the original data

may have been modified by an intruder [12, 13]. A practical solution to the

above problems is to using encryption methods to enforce database security

[11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].

An encryption database security can solve the above problems in the fol-

lowing manner: (1) Data are encrypted into ciphertext, which only can be

decrypted with the proper decryption key, thus eliminating the problem of

data disclosure. (2) Since an intruder cannot change the ciphertext with-

out knowing the encryption keys, thus the data authenticity problem is also

resolved.

Database security methods based on encryption include database encryp-

tion systems with a single key [18] and database encryption systems with sub-

keys [11]. The first type of method needs a trusted centralized access control

scheme with which to control all access to data stored in the database sys-

tem (DBS). All encryption and decryption is executed by the trusted access

control scheme with privacy key. In the second type of method, however,

decryption is executed by users themselves with their own subkeys.
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The first database encryption/decryption system with subkeys was pro-

posed by Davida, Wells, and Kam [11]. Their system, the so-called record-

oriented cryptosystem, has the important property of having subkeys that

allow the encryption and decryption of fields within a record. However, their

scheme requires a random number generator for generating extra redundant

bits in each field to withstand known-plaintext attacks.

In order to eliminate the above drawback. Lin et al. modified the method

in [12, 13]. Basically, they generalized the Chinese remainder theorem. Al-

though their method does not require extra redundant bits in each field, it

needs an extra privacy key for each record. There are two drawbacks to Lin

et al.’s scheme. One is that their scheme requires a great deal of storage

space, because many privacy key values are needed to maintain better secu-

rity. The other is that users or the DBMS needs to manage the privacy keys.

Note that the number of records is in the thousands in most databases.

In this paper, we propose a two-phase encryption scheme for enhancing

database security. Our scheme does not require extending the raw data, nor

is an extra privacy key needed for each record. The paper is organized as

follows. In Section 2, we introduce an architecture for a secure database

system. In Section 3, we describe both a one-way function and a subkey

enciphering method, and then apply the one-way function and the Chinese

remainder theorem to a database system in order to develop our two-phase

encryption algorithm. In Section 4, we propose several algorithms for crypto-

graphic relational operations. In Section 5, we propose two simple methods

of solving the key management problem in the subkey scheme. Section 6 is

the conclusion of the paper.
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2 THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we propose our system architecture, which is shown in Fig-

ure 1. There are six modules in the architecture: the input/output (I/O)

module, field encryption/decryption (E/D) module, subkey decryption mod-

ule, DBMS, locker module, and encrypted database. A user makes queries

Encryption/Decryption

I/O moule

Users

Fields Subkeys

DBMS

Locker

✲✛

Encrypted
Database

✻
❄

✻
❄

✻

❄

✻

❄

✲✛

Figure 1: The architecture of the secured database system.

via the I/O module to access data objects in the database. The I/O module

is a general purpose input and output device (i.e., a terminal) except for

sending sensitive (encrypted) data objects to the E/D module for encrypting

(decrypting). The E/D module has two components: the field E/D and the

subkey module. The two phases of our E/D algorithm correspond to the

operations of these components. In the first phase, the field E/D encrypts

(decrypts) each individual field data item of a record. We can apply a sym-

metric cryptosystem (DES [8, 9]) or an asymmetric cryptosystem (RSA [10])

to the field E/D module. We shall discuss these in detail in Section 3.2. In

the second phase, the subkey module decrypts the ciphertext of a record into

several data items of fields using the subkeys. The concept of subkeys was
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first proposed by Davida, Wells, and Kam [11]. The details of the subkey

scheme will be discussed in Section 3.1.

The DBMS module is a general purpose DBMS used for managing database

systems [20]. Another function of the DBMS is to control the operation of

the encrypted database using the locker module. The two responsibilities of

the locker module are to encrypt data item of fields within a record with

the subkeys of fields and to operate the encrypted database using relational

algebra. We will present algorithms for the cryptographic relational algebra

in Section 4.

3 A TWO-PHASE ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION
SCHEME

In this section, we present a two-phase encryption algorithm for enhancing

security in database systems. Our scheme is based on both the one-way

function and the concept of subkeys. Our scheme does not require that the

length of raw data objects be extended for security considerations.

3.1 THE SUBKEYS SCHEME

A database system with subkeys has the following advantages over conven-

tional systems [11, 12, 13]. First, each encrypted record is a single encrypted

value which is a function of all fields, so the system is record-oriented. Ob-

viously, a small change in the encrypted value will cause a significant change

in the decrypted value. Therefore, unauthorized modification of data can be

prevented. Second, the system’s properties can withstand pattern matching

attacks. Third, the possibility of substitution attacks is eliminated because

the system encrypts all fields together. Finally, a user can read only some of
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the field data objects, depending on the reading field-subkey he has. Not all

fields need be available to everyone.

A database encryption/decryption scheme with subkeys was first pro-

posed by Davida, Well, and Kam [11] in 1981. Their scheme was based on

the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) [21]. Let Ci be the ciphertext of an

encrypted record, let dj be the reading subkey for field j, and let there be n

fields in each record and m records in a relation. The encryption procedure

is done by forming

Ci =
n∑

j=1

ejxij mod D, for i = 1, 2, · · · , m, (1)

where D =
∏n

j=1 dj; xij is the value of field j of record i; xij ≤ dj; ej =

(D/dj)bj is the writing subkey for field j; and bj is the multiplicative inverse

of D/dj with moduli dj .

The decryption can be done as follows:

xij = Ci mod dj, j = 1, · · · , n. (2)

Using the CRT, the subkey scheme has the following merit: The raw field

data can be easily recovered within only one operation. That is, the field

data are obtained from Ci by merely finding the remainder of Ci mod dj .

The CRT has been used widely in security control, such as in access con-

trol schemes [22], in secure broadcasting schemes [23], in identification and

authentication schemes [24], and in public-key cryptosystems [25]. Unfortu-

nately, some schemes that use the CRT alone are not truly secure [11, 26, 27].

Davida, Wells, and Kam noted that a subkey scheme based on the CRT can-

not withstand known-plaintext attacks [11]. They improved the scheme by

adding a random redundancy value rij to each field before enciphering. The
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encryption procedure (Equation 1) is thus replaced by the following equation:

Ci =
n∑

j=1

ej(rij‖xij) mod D, for i = 1, 2, · · · , m, (3)

where ‖ indicates concatenation. On the other hand, the decryption proce-

dure (Equation 2) is replaced by the following equation:

rij‖xij = Ci mod dj , j = 1, · · · , n. (4)

By discarding the random bit rij, one can obtain the jth field data xij of

record i.

In our scheme, we use the CRT in the subkey scheme and use a one-way

function as a field encryption scheme to replace the redundancy bits in [11]

while maintaining security.

3.2 ONE-WAY FUNCTION

In order to describe the two-phase encryption algorithm in the following

section, we first propose our solution for eliminating the redundancy bits in

[11]. The method is based on the well-known idea of one-way functions. This

is a family of functions f : x→ y with the following properties [28, 29, 30]:

1. The functions f are easy to compute, and it is also easy to pick a

member of the function f at random.

2. The functions are computationally difficult to invert. This means it is

computationally infeasible, given a string x, to compute another string

x 6= x′ satisfying f(x) = f(x′) for a randomly chosen f .

The practical importance of such functions has been known for some

time, and researchers have used them in a number of schemes. For example,
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they have been applied for safeguarding cryptographic keys [18]; for access

control in a hierarchy [31, 32]; for key management in a group-oriented scheme

[33]; for a user authentication scheme [24]; and for other fields [34]. Merkle

[28] showed that a good cryptosystem can be used to implement a one-way

function. A commonly used approach is to encrypt some fixed constant c

using x as the key, i.e., f(x) = Ex(c). Computing the inverse of f(x) then

amounts to computing the key x given that c encrypts as f(x).

It is generally accepted that one-way functions are a major tool in cryp-

tography. A commercial product, DES [8, 9], is the best known and most

widely used encryption function. Generating one-way functions is secure if

DES is random [28]. Public key cryptographic systems (i.e., the RSA scheme)

are also based on one-way functions.

In our system, the raw data of fields should be encrypted by the DES

chip before being sent to the subkey scheme. The run time of the DES

algorithm should be as little as possible. It is well-known that DES has been

implemented both in software and in hardware. Hardware implementations

achieve encryption rates of several million bits per second [35]. Thus, using

the DES chip to encrypt/decrypt field data will affect system performance

only slightly.

3.3 THE TWO-PHASE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM

Now we describe the two-phase encryption algorithm. To illustrate the

scheme, we assume that there are n fields in each record of a database.

Let m1, m2, · · · , mn be the n raw data of fields of a record.

Phase E1: Encrypt mj , for j = 1, · · · , n, with a symmetric cryptosystem,

such as DES. Let f be the encryption algorithm and kj be a secret key of
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field j. This encryption is done as fkj
(mj).

Phase E2: Encrypt fkj
(mj) with writing subkeys e1, e2, · · · , en. This encryp-

tion is done as

C = E((fk1(m1), e1), (fk2(m2), e2), · · · , (fkn
(mn), en)), (5)

where E is an encryption algorithm, ej is a writing key for field j, and C is

the encrypted data of a record. With the CRT, the encryption procedure is

the following:

C =
n∑

j=1

ejfkj
(mj) mod D, (6)

where D =
∏n

j=1 dj , ej = (D/dj)bj is the writing key for field j, and bj is the

multiplication inverse of D/dj with moduli dj.

A diagram of the encryption scheme is shown in Figure 2.

The decryption procedure is the reverse of the encryption procedure:

Phase D1: Decrypt ciphertext C with reading subkeys d1, d2, · · · , dn. The

decryption is done as

fkj
(mj) = S(C, dj), (7)

where S is a decryption algorithm which is based on the CRT and dj is a

reading key for field j. The decryption procedure is as follows.

fkj
(mj) = C mod dj. (8)

Phase D2: Decrypt fkj
(mj) = m′

j with the secret key kj as follows:

mj = f−1

kj
(m′

j), (9)

A diagram of the decryption scheme is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Encryption procedure.
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3.4 CRYPTANALYSIS

Using the CRT in a subkey encryption scheme is not an effective scheme for

security [11, 36]; the scheme has the following weaknesses:

1. It cannot withstand known-plaintext attacks. Let C and C ′ be the

ciphertexts of two different records R and R′, respectively. If mj and

m′

j are the raw data of field j in R and R′, respectively, and both are

known to a cryptanalyst, then from Equation (2) we have

C mod dj = mj , (10)

C ′ mod dj = m′

j ,

implying

C −mj = a1dj ,

C ′ −m′

j = a2dj .

The subkey dj thus can be derived from the above two equations using

the greatest common divisor (GCD).

2. The following strategy can also be used to attack the scheme. Let Ci

be the i encrypted record and mij be the field j raw data of record i.

Thus, the system exists a integer a1 such that

Ci = a1dj + mij . (11)

Assume that a field other than j is updated. Then

C ′

i = a2dj + mij , (12)

since mij is not changed. Then

Ci − C ′

i = C ′′

i = (a1 − a2)dj. (13)
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If a similar operation is performed on another encrypted record C ′′,

then

Ch − C ′

h = C ′′

h = (a3 − a4)dj. (14)

The subkey dj can then be computed by finding the gcd(C ′′

i , C ′′

h).

3. The scheme cannot withstand collusion attacks. All users can, together,

compute the writing key ej , which is known only by the system, if they

have all of the reading keys dj.

In order to eliminate the above weaknesses, Davida, Wells, and Kam [11]

concatenate a random redundancy value rij in each field (the length of the

redundancy value rij is at least 32 bits, which leads to better security.). Al-

though this improved scheme can prevent known-plaintext attacks, all fields

with different values of rij in the encrypted record must be recomputed when-

ever any field is updated. Also, extra dummy fields are needed to prevent

colluding users from computing the writing key ej. Lin, Chang, and Lee

[12, 13] generalized the CRT. Although their method does not require extra

redundancy bits in each field, as does that in [11], it requires an extra secret

key for each record. It also requires that an extra dummy field be recomputed

and added to the system to eliminate the second and the third weaknesses

described above.

Now let us see whether a known-plaintext attack is possible in our scheme.

Let C and C ′ be the ciphertexts of two different records R and R′, respec-

tively. If mj and m′

j are the fields in R and R′, respectively, and both are

known to a cryptanalyst, then from Equation (8) we have

C mod dj = fkj
(mj) (15)
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C ′ mod dj = fkj
(m′

j)

implying

C − fkj
(mj) = a1dj

C ′ − fkj
(m′

j) = a2dj.

The above simultaneous equations have three unknown variables, fkj
(mj),

fkj
(m′

j), and dj. Hence, there are infinite possible solutions for dj . In gen-

eral, if t corresponding fields of t records are known, there are t+1 unknown

variables to be determined with t simultaneous equations. Hence it will be

much more difficult to mount a known-plaintext attack against our scheme

than against the scheme in [11]. Since our scheme is based on the CRT, the

second weakness still remains. However, the security of our scheme depends

on the one-way function in addition to the subkey scheme. Illegal users can-

not read the raw data of a tuple unless they know both the reading subkey

and the secret key of the symmetric cryptosystem. Thus security is guaran-

teed in our scheme. Since the writing key for field j, ej, is equal to (D/dj)bj ,

ej can be obtained if we know all the dj’s. Therefore, it seems unavoidable

that we need extra dummy fields in our scheme to prevent collusion attacks.

3.5 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

In this section, we examine the complexity of enciphering and deciphering

each field. Assume that each record contains n fields and the number of bits

of each field is q on the average. The computation time needed for each phase

in Section 3.3 is as follows.

Phase E 1: If DES is used as the symmetric cryptosystem, it partitions the
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data text into pieces of 64 bits each. This phase requires

te1 = n ∗ ⌈q/64⌉DES(64),

where DES(64) is the time required to encipher 64 bits of text using the DES

device. To compute DES(64), sixteen rounds of one table-lookup and one

XOR operation each are required:

DES(64) = 16(tl + txor),

where tl is the time cost of a table-lookup and txor is the time cost of an

XOR operation. The total processing time of Phase E1 is

te1 = n ∗ ⌈q/4⌉(tl + txor).

Phase E 2: Encryption Equation (6) requires a total of 2n multiplications,

(n−1) additions, n divisions, and one module operation. Let top(p, q) denote

the time cost of an ”op” operation (i.e., multiplication, division, addition, or

module) with two bits p and q.

te2 = 2ntmultiplication(nq, q) + (n− 1)taddition(nq, nq) +

ntdivision(nq, q) + tmodule(nq, nq),

= 2n2tmultiplication(q, q) + n(n− 1)taddition(q, q) +

ntdivision(nq, q) + tmodule(nq, nq).

The total processing time of the two-phase encryption procedure is

tencryption = te1 + te2.

Phase D 1: Decryption Equation (8) requires only one module operation:

td1 = tmodule(nq, q).
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Phase D 2: The computation time required is the same as that of Phase E1:

td2 = n ∗ ⌈q/4⌉(tl + txor).

The total processing time of the two-phase decryption procedure is

tdecryption = td1 + td2.

Some efficient implementations of the CRT have been developed [37,

38, 39]. Dirr and Taylor [39] have designed a fast and efficient hardware

implementation of the CRT in residue arithmetic. Their method incurs a

time cost of 70⌈log2 L⌉ ns for computing the equation C = mi mod di, for

i = 1, 2, · · · , L. It only needs 0.35 ms to encipher a database with 32 fields

and 1000 records. Thus, our subkey scheme is practical to implement.

3.6 STORAGE SPACE

We assume that there are m records in a database, n fields in each record, and

an average of q bits in each field. Our scheme needs n reading field-subkeys,

n writing field-subkeys, and n secret keys for the DES scheme. The total

number of keys is 3n. Both the raw data and the encrypted data are mnq

bits. Davida et al.’s scheme [11] needs rmn extra redundancy bits, where r

is suggested to be 32 bits (or longer for greater security). Lin et al.’s scheme

[12, 13] needs a large number of secret keys m for each record. In general,

the number of records is much larger than the number of fields (i.e., m≫ n)

in the database. Table 1 compares the storage space needed by the three

schemes. Lin et al.’s scheme requires expanding an encrypted field data in

each record of the database.
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Table 1: Comparison of storage space.
Space for Space for

Scheme Number of keys raw data encrypted data
Davida et al. 2n mn(32 + q) mnq

Lin et al. m + 2n mnq m(n + 1)q
Our scheme 3n mnq mnq

4 CRYPTOGRAPHIC RELATIONAL ALGE-
BRA

In this section, we show how to perform the relational operations in our

scheme. Codd [40] defined a very specific set of eight operations: restrict,

project, Cartesian product, union, intersection, difference, natural join, and

division. Basically, only the first five primitive operations are needed; the

other operations can be derived from these five [20]. For example, natural

join is a projection of a restriction of a product, intersection is a difference

twice, and division is the difference of a product of a difference. Thus, we

shall treat only the five primitive operations.

Since our scheme is a so-called record-oriented (tuple-oriented) subkey

scheme, it is easy to see that the restrict, union, intersection, and difference

are the same as in a traditional database. By the CRT [35, 41], we develop

two algorithms for projection and production, as shown in Table 2 and Ta-

ble 3, respectively. Step 8 in Table 2, C ′

i = Ci mod D′, can be proved to be

correct as follows:

C ′

i mod d′

j,

= (Ci mod D′) mod d′

j,

= Ci mod d′

j,
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Table 2: Algorithm for projection.

Input: Ciphertext Ci, i = 1, · · · , m, where m is the number of records
in the database.
Read field subkeys dj, j = 1, · · · , n, where n is the number of fields
(attributes) in the database.
Input read subkeys d′

j, j = 1, · · · , k, where k < n
(i.e., {d′

j : j = 1, · · · , k} ⊂ {dj : j = 1, · · · , n}).
Output: New encrypted record data C ′

j, j = 1, · · · , m
1. for j = 1, · · · , k do
2. begin
3. if d′

j 6= di for all i = 1, · · · , n
4. then return(Failure);
5. end
6. Computes D′ =

∏k
j=1 d′

j;
7. for i = 1, · · · , m do
8. C ′

i = Ci mod D′;

= mij .

5 KEY MANAGEMENT

In the subkey scheme, the fields that a user can read depend on the reading

field subkeys he holds, as shown in Figure 4. In the figure, each user may be

authorized to read many of the fields, he then own many of reading subkeys.

Management of the number of subkeys for users is a difficult key management

problem [33, 42]. In this section, we propose two simple but efficient methods

of handling this problem in our scheme.

Method 1: Using the Chinese remainder theorem. The master key for user

i is generated by the following steps:

1. Assign each field a public prime number pj, for j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
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Table 3: Algorithm for Cartesian production.

Input: Ciphertext C ′

i, i = 1, · · · , m, where m is the number of records
in the database.
Ciphertext C ′′

i , i = 1, · · · , m′′ in a relation table T ′.
Read field subkeys d′

j, j = 1, · · · , n′, where n′ is the number of
fields (attributes) in the database.
Read field subkeys d′′

j , j = 1, · · · , n′′ in a relation table T ′′,
where d′′

j 6= d′

i for all i and j.
Output: New encrypted record data Cj, j = 1, · · · , m

1. Computer D1 =
∏n′

j=1 d′

j

2. Computer D2 =
∏n′′

j=1 d′′

j

/∗ Computing the ciphertext by CRT ∗/
3. Computer D = D1 ×D2

4. for j = 1, 2 do
5. begin
6. Compute Gj = D/Dj;
7. Find G′

j such that GjG
′

j mod Dj = 1;
8. end;

/∗ Computes new ciphertext record /∗
9. for i = 1, · · · , mm′ do
10. Ki ←− (C ′

iGjG
′

j + C ′′

i GjG
′

j) mod D;

✐
d1

✐
d2

✐
d3

✐· · ·
dn−2

✐
dn−1

✐
dn

✒✑✓✏U1

✒✑✓✏U2

· · · ✒✑✓✏Um

❈
❈
❈

❩
❩

❩

❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳

✧
✧

✧
✧✧

✂
✂✂

❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤

✂
✂✂

✦✦✦✦✦✦
❇
❇❇

Figure 4: An example of that each user has his own field subkeys.
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2. Compute the secret master key MKi by the CRT for user i

MKi = dj mod pj, for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ (n + 1), (16)

where dj is possessed by user j and dn+1 and pn+1 are a random secret

key and a prime number of a dummy field used to prevent users from

colluding to disclose the secret master key of user i.

3. When user i wants to read field j, he computes the following equation

with his secret master key MKi and the public parameter pj of field j:

dj = MKi mod pj. (17)

Method 2: Using Newton’s interpolation method. A secret interpolating

polynomial is constructed through the following steps:

1. Choose a large prime number P .

2. Assign each field a public identification number xj .

3. Construct the secret polynomial Fi(X) over the Galois field GF (P )

by interpolating on points (xj , dj)s and (xn+1, dn+1), for some j, 1 ≤

j ≤ (n + 1), where xn+1 and dn+1 are random numbers used to with-

stand collusion attacks by other users. The interpolating polynomial is

computed as follows:

Fi(x) =
∑

j

(f(x0, x1, · · · , xj)
j−1∏

i=0

(x− xi)) mod P. (18)

Each coefficient f(x0, x1, · · · , xj) in the above formula is found by com-

puting the divided differences [43] in the following equations:

f(x0, x1, · · · , xj) = (f(x1, x2, · · · , xj)− f(x0, x1, · · · , xj−1))/(xj − x0)

and f(xj) = dj, for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ (n + 1).
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4. When user i wants to read field j, he computes the following equation

with his secret polynomial Fi(x) and the public parameter xj of field

j:

dj = Fi(xj) mod P. (19)

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a two-phase encryption scheme for enhancing database

security. The characteristics of our two-phase enciphering scheme are:

1. The security of our scheme depends on the one-way function instead of

depending fully on the subkey scheme. Thus security is guaranteed in

our scheme.

2. Our scheme does not require a large number of redundancy bits, as

does the scheme in [11], to withstand known plaintext attacks.

3. The number of subkeys and secret keys is equal to the number of fields

in our scheme; in contrast, Lin et al.’s scheme [12, 13] requires as many

secret keys as there are records. The number of records is much larger

than the number of fields in most database systems.

We have developed two algorithms for cryptographic relational algebra. Two

simple methods of solving the key management problem in the subkey scheme

have also been introduced in this paper.
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